
ESSENTIAL
LEADERSHIP

BEHAVIOURS
for Female Construction Professionals



accredited by



Delivery:

Virtual

In-person pending travel

restrictions

Workshop Length:

6 hours total

2 days, 3 hours per day

Credit Value:

1 Gold Seal  credit



Why Gold Seal Curriculum Specifically
for Women?

Women are viewed differently than men in construction.

The industry is one designed by men, for men - from leadership

models to PPE equipment.

Female leadership is distinct from male leadership and has the

potential to solve some of the construction industry's biggest

challenges: talent & labour, productivity, health & safety, technology.

47% of women in construction have never had a female manager or

female role model.

Many construction "women in leadership" initiatives have no ROI

attached to them. Gold Seal  certification delivers tangible ROI. 

Until now, there has been no Gold Seal  curriculum for women in

construction.

This course is designed for the female mindset and develops the

specific management qualities that women bring to the table.



Content



Relevant
Skills

The Critical Leadership
Skills for 2021 and
Beyond

Cognitive
Social & Emotional Intelligence
Adaptability & Resilience
Digital 

Drawing on up-to-date research and

studies, this course hones in on the

skills leaders need to succeed in

2021 and beyond.

 

The most important skills that

organizations need their leaders to

have:
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LEADERSHIP

The strengths of female leadership.

Transactional and Transformational

Leadership Models.

Construction Leadership.

MODULE 2 -  
COGNITIVE THINKING

Technical knowledge vs. cognitive

thinking.

Key behaviours for exceptional

problem-solving.

Key behaviours of productive leaders. 

MODULE 3 -  
SOCIAL & EMOTIONAL
INTELLIGENCE

Socially and emotionally intelligent

leadership.

Key behaviours of self-aware leaders.

Key behaviours for building valuable

professional relationships.

MODULE 4 -  
ADAPTABILITY &
RESILIENCE

Resilience and the workplace.

Key behaviours to overcoming

adversity.

Key behaviours of effective conflict

managers.

MODULE 5 -  
DIGITAL
TRANSFORMATION

The technology gap in construction

and the opportunity for female

professionals.

Key behaviours to lead digital

transformation and digitalization.
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MODULE 5 -  
EVALUATING RISK

Using Ambition Theory's tactics to

prepare for positive and negative

outcomes to leadership challenges.

Taking confident action.

Live group coaching.

MODULE 4 -  
PRIORITIZING

Using Ambition Theory's tactics to

prioritize and take strategic action.

Leading with clarity and

confidence.

Break-out session.

MODULE 3 -  
MANAGING MINDSET

Using Ambition Thoeary's tactics to

recognize and overcome internal and

external barriers.

Taking action to shift mindset in

oneself and others.

Open discussion.

MODULE 2 -  
LEADERSHIP CAPACITY

Using Ambition Theory's tactics to

enhance leadership capacity in

Cognitive, Social & Emotional

Intelligence, Adaptability & Resilience

and Digital.

Live group coaching.

MODULE 1  -  
AMBITION

Introduction to Ambition Theory's

key behavioural leadership tactics.

Internal motivation.

From theory to practice: goal-setting

and action plans.



What
Participants
Will Learn

Great Leaders Have the
Skills, the Behaviours, the
Goals and a Plan.

Essential leadership skills for 2021 and

beyond.

Key behavioural skills for problem-solving,

productivity, self-awareness, building

relationships, overcoming adversity, conflict

management, recognizing opportunities and

developing a digital transformation mindset.

Four tangible tactics to evaluate and shift

their (and others') leadership behaviour on

the job.

Clear goals.

An action plan for implementation and

accountability.

Participants in this workshop will come away
with:



OTHER 
FEMALE STAFF

ESTIMATORS &
JUNIOR ESTIMATORS

SUPERINTENDANTS

PROJECT
MANAGERS &
COORDINATORS

Who's This
Workshop
For?

While only those looking to

qualify for Gold Seal 

 Certification (GSC) or Gold Seal  

Intern (GSI) will receive credits,

the learnings of this workshop

are valuable for all female

construction professionals

looking to pursue leadership in

their organization.



Pricing



$6,000 + HST

WORKSHOP PRICE

1 Gold Seal  credit

Up to 50 participants

Six hours of workshop delivery + pre and post surveys

Certificate of Completion



Workshop Elements

THE WORKSHOPSURVEYS RESOURCESWORKSHEETS

Pre and post-
workshop participant

surveys.
 

Responses are used
to customize

workshop content to
the participants.

Six hours - three
hours each day over

two days.
 

Incorporates slides,
instruction, videos,
live coaching and
break-out rooms. 

Multiple printable pdf
worksheets for

participant work.
 

Worksheets reinforce
learnings, action and

accountability.
 

Curated articles,
videos, and podcasts

on leadership
development.

 
Resources provide

additional content for
ongoing

development.



Why Host
This Gold Seal
Workshop?

CUSTOMIZED CONTENT
We use survey input to customize the case

studies used in the workshop.  Participants tackle

situations and challenges specific to their

companies and their geographic region.

ENGAGE A WIDER AUDIENCE
Engage the female employees of your member's

organizations in your association's activities.

PROVIDE VALUE
Provide tangible value to your members' female

leadership and diversity and inclusion initiatives

by offering industry credentials to their female

employees. 



Feedback



Participant
Feedback

The internal training at my company taught
me about leadership skills. The coaching I
received from Ambition Theory taught me
the behavioural side of things. By combining
the two I learned how to really step up and
lead others. 

FEMALE SENIOR ESTIMATOR,  PCL CONSTRUCTION TORONTO

I learned the difference between
mentorship and sponsorship and
how to find a sponsor who could
open doors and create
opportunities for me.

FEMALE ESTIMATOR,  PCL CONSTRUCTION TORONTO

The Atlantic District of Bird Construction sent
three team members to the Gold Seal course
hosted by the Construction Association of
Nova Scotia. They came back saying it was
one of the best Zoom workshops they've ever
been to.

NEAL LADE,  VICE PRESIDENT AND DISTRICT MANAGER,  ATLANTIC DISTRICT AT BIRD
CONSTRUCTION

 



Industry
Feedback

“Andrea is a welcome trailblazer who
helps organizations understand
diversity and inclusion in our society
today, and more specifically in our
own companies.”

KEVIN SKINNER,  FORMER VICE PRESIDENT,  PCL CONSTRUCTION OTTAWA

The workshop was so inspiring, it opened up
participants' eyes to opportunities to uplevel their
current positions. People were still talking about
it three months later. They came out of the
session with a whole new perspective of where
they could take their careers.

STEPHANIE WALLACE,  DIRECTOR,  OTTAWA CONSTRUCTION ASSOCIATION

We are facing a war for talent. It
used to be about getting people in
the door; now, it’s about engaging
that talent. This workshop helped
to do that.

LORIN ROBAR,  REGIONAL MANAGER,  ATLANTIC,  POMERLEAU



About Us



Ambition Theory Inc. is a
professional development
company that works specifically
with female professionals in
architecture, engineering,
construction (AEC) and related
industries.

Our approach to leadership
development combines tangible
skills training with professional
coaching and draws on industry-
specific demands, experiences,
challenges and opportunities.



Our Mission
Statement

We will give 2000 female

professionals in AEC the

skills and confidence to

step into leadership by

2024.  Because women

need the training and

coaching to lead

themselves and their

organizations in meeting

the changing and growing

demands of the industry.



1000+

The number of
construction
professionals
(95% female) that
Ambition Theory
has trained &
coached since
2018.



Corporate
Clients

PCL  Construction Toronto
 

PCL Construction Ottawa
 

PCL Construction Calgary
 

Manulife Real Estate Investment
 

Collecdev
 

Platform Insurance
 

Construction Association of Nova
Scotia 

 

Ottawa Construction Association
 

Women in Aerospace
 



INDUSTRY FEATURES

Thanks to your talk,  I  am pleased to share that I  am speaking at Autodesk
University this year.   My topic is  "Knowledge is Power."   I  wil l  be speaking

about not being afraid to learn new things.  I  was wondering if  I  could share
your "Get Out of Your Comfort Zone" message with others?  I  have embraced

this message and I  look forward to sharing it  with others.
FEMALE LEAD ENGINEER, WSP USA



Ambition
Theory
Member
Affiliations

PCL
CONSTRUCTION

COLLECDEV POMERLEAU

PCL Construction
Municipal Group
Collecdev
Tridel
Great Canadian Gaming
Corp.
Darcy Construction
Sound Solutions
Pomerleau
Shiplake Group



Jodi Millen

Jodi is a business development and

professional networking expert who

has worked across multiple

industries, including construction.

With a degree in anthropology and

conflict resolution, Jodi is passionate

about teaching women in AEC to

become great leaders through

effective communication, social and

emotional intelligence and  win/win

relationships.

Your Trainer



Andrea Janzen

Andrea is a Certified Executive Coach

with an MBA, the host of the

Ambition Theory Podcast, a

Forbes contributor and a top-rated

speaker.

She is passionate about coaching

women in AEC to develop

themselves, set leadership goals and

get results.  She offers a balanced

perspective by linking the human

side of the business to the bottom

line.

Your Coach



“The construction industry needs to be
more inclusive. Someone needs to lead
this change. I believe that Ambition
Theory is going to make it happen.”
SEAN DONOVAN, VICE PRESIDENT, CLARK CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT



Booking



Please Contact

Jodi Millen

Chief Growth Officer

416-822-1974

jodi@ambitiontheory.ca


